
1.  What is the main reason 
people use machines?

 a   There are many different 
kinds of machines.

 b   Machines do the work  
so people don’t have to.

 c   Machines make work  
easier and faster.

 d   Machines can have  
one part, a few parts,  
or many parts.

Machines

Unit Quiz

2.  Which two factors determine 
how much work it takes to  
do something?

 a   weight and force 

 b   force and distance

 c   distance and time

 d   time and weight

3.  Read this sentence: Wedges 
and levers are examples of 
simple machines. What does 
the term simple machines 
mean in this sentence?

 a   machines that make  
objects move quickly

 b   machines that are  
made up of several  
other smaller machines

 c   machines that have few  
or no moving parts

 d   machines that are easy  
to learn how to use

Unit Quiz continued on following page
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Directions: Read each question and choose the best answer.
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4.  an axe and a knife are 
examples of __________.

 a   pulleys

 b   wedges

 c   levers

 d   gears

ASSESSMENT Machines—Unit Quiz
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5.  Which kind of simple machine 
is a wheelchair ramp?

 a   screw 

 b   wedge

 c   lever

 d   inclined plane

6.  imagine a heavy rock fell and 
covered a hole in the ground 
where a fox lived. You saw  
a long, straight pole and a 
smaller rock nearby. so you 
decided to pry the rock off  
the hole to help the fox. To 
solve the problem, you used  
the pole and the smaller rock  
as ___________.

 a   a pulley

 b   a lever

 c   a wheel and axle

 d   an inclined plane

7.  suppose you wanted to  
attach a basketball hoop  
onto a wooden building. 
Which kind of simple machine 
would work best to hold the 
hoop onto the building?

 a   screw

 b   lever

 c   gear

 d   inclined plane
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8.  Flagpole is related to pulleys  
in the same way that toy car  
is related to _________.

 a   wedges

 b   levers

 c   wheels and axles

 d   inclined planes

9.  how do complex machines  
help people?

 a   They help us do work that  
is difficult or complicated.

 b   They help us do work that  
is repetitive or boring.

 c   They help us do  
dangerous work.

 d   all of the above
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10.  Which kinds of simple machines 
can be found in this handheld 
can opener?

 a   The cutting blade is a 
wedge, the handles are 
levers, and the part that 
turns the can is a wheel  
and axle.

 b   The cutting blade is a lever, 
the handles are wedges, 
and the part that turns the 
can is a gear.

 c   The cutting blade is an 
inclined plane, the handles 
are pulleys, and the part 
that turns the can is a wheel  
and axle.

 d   The cutting blade and  
the handles are levers,  
and the part that turns  
the can is a screw.
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Simple machine How it is used Examples

inclined plane Box 3 ramp, door stop

Box 1 to split things apart axe, knife, scissors

screw to hold things together screw, bolt

lever Box 4 hammer, hinge, seesaw

wheel and axle
to reduce friction and 
make it easier to move 

something
Box 6

gear Box 5 bicycle, motor, clock

Box 2 to lift heavy objects ship’s sail, winch, flagpole

Directions: Use the diagram below to answer questions 11–13.

11.  Which simple machine  
is missing from Box 1?

 a   pulley

 b   wheel and axle

 c   wedge

 d   gear

12.  Which description should  
be added to Box 3?

 a   to move heavy things

 b   to split things apart

 c   to reduce the force needed 
to move something

 d   to raise or lower  
heavy objects over  
a longer distance

13.  Which object should  
be listed in Box 6?

 a   a soccer ball

 b   a doorknob 

 c   a bike helmet

 d   a seesaw (teeter-totter)

14.  Extended Response: Draw two 
tools that workers could use  
as they turn a live tree into  
a wooden table. Then label 
each tool to identify which 
of the seven kinds of simple 
machines it contains.



 i=inferential V=vocabulary L=literal/recall D=data analysis
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 1. c  L

 2. b  L

 3. c  V

 4. b  L

 5. d  L

 6. b  i

 7. a  i

 8. c  V

 9. d  i

10. a  i

11. c  D

12. d  D

13. b  D

14.  Extended Response: answers will vary. 
students should use prior knowledge 
and logic to consider the steps involved 
in turning a tree into lumber and lumber 
into furniture. They must draw two  
tools that could be used during this 
process and label each one as containing 
or being an example of one of the seven 
types of simple machines described in 
the unit. examples:

  •  Workers cut down the tree with  
an axe or a saw, which use wedges.  
Or they may use a chain saw, which 
uses gears.

  •  They use a ramp, which is an inclined 
plane, or a crane made of levers and 
pulleys to raise the felled tree onto  
a truck. 

  •  The truck moves on wheels and axles 
to transport the tree to a factory. 

  •  in a lumberyard, blades (wedges) slice 
the tree into lumber. Machines that 
slice the wood may also be made up  
of gears and levers. 

  •  Once the wood is ready to be used,  
a carpenter assembles the boards  
into a wooden table, connecting  
the pieces with screws.


